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Abstract
3D videos play an important role in adoption of 3DTV
display modules for the masses because creating realistic
contents for 3DTV is a hard and time-consuming process.
In this paper, we consider the problem of generating threeview 3D video depth using a segment-based stereo algorithm and a depth camera (ZCam), and propose a new foreground/background video segmentation algorithm as well
as a new segment-based stereo algorithm. By combining the
depth camera (ZCam) and the stereo algorithm simultaneously, we can obtain better results compared to employing
only a single method.

(a) texture image

(c) Our result

Figure 1. An example of depth images: ZCam
depth and our result (ZCam + Stereo).

range of depth of foreground objects, because of Zcam’s
very limited range. Otherwise, the stereo algorithm compares all pixels between two textured images, and theocratically we can obtain the depth map of the entire image using
two typical RGB cameras. However, there are many difficulties in using two cameras for video stereo vision. Usually two cameras do not provide reliable color matching.
Also, lighting variation at each camera usually hinders correct correspondence between stereo images. Overall, it is
very hard to obtain accurate depth map based on the corresponding points between two texture images.
In this paper, we deal with a three-view depth estimation
system by simultaneously using both single depth camera
(ZCam) and stereo algorithm. There are three main contributions. First, we propose the foreground/background
video segmentation approach using ZCam depth data. Also,
we formulate new segment-based stereo algorithm. Finally,
we introduce the efficient fusion of ZCam depth and stereo
disparity. Fig. 1 shows that compared with ZCam depth,
our fused depth produces better performance in each frame.

1. Introduction
We believe that three-dimensional television (3DTV)
will be the next logical betterment of display technology
for more natural and realistic visualization. 3DTV supports
a natural viewing experience in depth domain and allows
viewers to experience more naturalistic scenes. However,
difficulties of 3DTV lie not only in the display techniques
but also in the technology of generating multi-view depth
video contents. Therefore, 3D depth generation cameras
have been often proposed for efficient creation of 3DTV
contents.
In general, 3D video generation can be obtained by using two kinds of videos: multi-view texture videos and
their depth videos. In this paper, we describe a system
for depth generation according to each viewpoints. There
are many methods for estimating a depth at different viewpoints. Generally, two methods are used: the depth sensing
camera or the stereo algorithm. Recently, the depth camera
such as ZCam [?] provides very accurate depth information at high speed and high depth resolution. At the same
time, it provides synchronized and synthesized color (RGB)
video. However it can only be used for measuring the small
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(b) ZCam depth

2 Proposed algorithm
An overview of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. We
used three cameras: two RGB Camera and one ZCam as
in Fig. 3(a). Therefore, we initially obtain three textured
images and one ZCam depth image. Since ZCam can only
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Figure 4. A description of video segmentation using random walker.
Figure 2. A overview of our algorithm.

(a) Camera system

(b) Acquired images from (a)

Figure 3. An example of acquired images
from our camera system.

Figure 5. An example of our segmentation result. Three foregrounds are divided from an
image.

acquire the depth within a limited range, we first adjust the
range to cover the foreground objects. An example of acquired images from this camera system is shown in Fig.
3(b). Since the ZCam is at the center, the left/right projection of the center depth can be easily obtained.

2.1

Foreground/Background
mentation

video

2.2

Disparity extraction using segmentbased stereo

Disparity is extracted using a new segment-based stereo
algorithm according to each foreground/background segment. The stereo algorithm is applied twice for left/center
and center/right cameras, using simple pairwise stereo
model. Given a segmented image, we produce the oversegmentation results using mean-shift color segmentation
algorithm [?]. In this process, the graph nodes become the
over-segmented regions s instead of pixels and the parameters are the plane coefficients f , not pixel disparities. The
plane coefficients are calculated using the iterative planefitting method [?]. Our segment-based stereo algorithm is
based on the pairwise energy function that is minimized by
Belief Propagation (BP) [?]. The proposed energy function
E is defined by

seg-

First, we produce the foreground/background video segmentation. In this work, we propose to apply the Random
Walker image segmentation algorithm [?] to the spatiotemporal domain with ZCam depth. Fig. 4 represents a description of video segmentation using Random Walker. Assuming that the segment of n − 1 frame is initially known, we
can construct a graph model such as Fig. 4. Since we know
the segment of (n − 1)-th frame and the foreground pixels
of n-th frame from ZCam depth (or the left-/right-projected
depth from ZCam depth), the segment of n-th frame can be
computed using the Random Walker algorithm. An example of our segmentation result is shown in Fig. 5.
If the quality of the extracted object boundaries is poor,
an user can add boundary refining step using Graph Cuts
(GC) [?][?] using Foreground/Background color models,
after generating a trimap, similar to the Grabcut algorithm
[?].

E=


s∈R

D(s) +


(s,s )∈N

V (s, s ) −



C(s, s ), (1)

(s,s )∈N

where R is the set of all over-segmented regions in a segmented image. N is the set of all neighboring region pair
(s, s ). In E, the first term D is data term that is defined
as the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) of the region s
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Figure 6. An example of our stereo disparity.

Figure 8. An example of disparity fusion.

(a) Before smoothing

(b) Smoothing

Figure 9. An example of object disparity
smoothing.

Toolbox [?]. Given this camera parameters, we can project
the foreground depth of the center image into the left/right
image such as Fig. 7.

Figure 7. An example of disparity projection.
between two textured images. The second term V measures
the smoothness:
V (s, s ) = css δ(fs = fs ),

2.4

Disparity fusion and object smoothing

where δ is the delta function and css is proportional to the
border length between two regions s,s . It means that two
neighboring regions with longer border length have a higher
probability that they have similar disparities. The final term
C is for the occlusion handling. With D term only, the sum
of the costs within occluded region is included twice. By
subtracting the SAD of the occluded region from D, we can
solve this problem. The final parameter f is obtained by the
minimization of (1) using BP. An example of our disparity
extraction from segmented regions (Fig. 5) is shown in Fig.
6.

We assume that ZCam depth is generally better than the
stereo results, because the stereo algorithm can not consider
for large textureless regions. Therefore our fusion algorithm
is based on the ZCam depth (or the projected depth from the
results of center camera in case of left/right camera, Fig. 7).
If any pixel do not have a depth from ZCam depth, we insert
the depth value from the stereo results in Fig. 8. After that,
we work the smoothness step using GC in Fig. 9. This
step is needed for the assertion of smoothness inside the
same segment after fusion process. Also in this experiment
we assume that the background is unchanging. Thus, an
uniform background depth for all frames is generated by
averaging all background depths.

2.3

3 Experimental results

(2)

Object disparity extraction using projection of center disparity

Our test video was provided by the Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI). This video
has 120 frames and each frame has a resolution of 720 ×
486@30f ps.
We compared our fusion results with the ZCam depth
and our stereo results in Fig. 10. The ZCam produces a
detailed depth of the foregrounds without the background.

Since the center camera (ZCam) produces the object
depth map as well as texture image, the final depth of center
camera has better performance than that of left/right camera. Therefore the left/right depth result is based on the projection of the foreground depth in the center image. Camera
parameters can be obtained using basic Camera Calibration
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(a) ZCam

(b) Stereo

(b) Our results

Figure 10. A comparison of our results with
ZCam depth and Stereo results. We display
the results from 1/60/120th images of the center camera.

The stereo result has a depth of the entire image, but it is
difficult to represent the detailed foregrounds such as face
and status. We show that our fusion result is a complement
to these individual results. The final results of three-view
system are shown in Fig. 11. Although the left/right camera
is not depth sensing one, the results have good performance.

(a) Left

(b) Center

(b) Right

Figure 11. An sequence of resulted depth images. We display 1/30/60/90/120th results.
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4 Conclusion
We have presented the three-view depth generation system that utilizes the foreground/background segmentation
and the proposed stereo algorithm with occlusion constraints. Experiment results confirmed that our fusion results have the advantages of the ZCam and the stereo results.
However our algorithm has the problem when the ZCam returns wrong depth. Therefore we need accurate comparison
between the ZCam depth and the stereo results. This is one
of our future works. Also we are researching more reliable
stereo and fusion algorithms for more cluttered scenes with
varying backgrounds.
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